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ABSTRACT This paper argues that Kant’s account of the ‘‘ideal of beauty’’ in
paragraph 17 of the Critique of Judgment is not only a plausible account of one kind of
beauty (‘‘boring’’ beauty), but also that it can address some of our moral qualms
concerning the aesthetic evaluation of persons, including our psychological propensity
to take a person’s beauty to represent her moral character.

Introduction

The Western philosophical tradition abounds with suggestions concerning

connections between the beautiful and the good. Plato suggests that the

harmony and order of the beautiful symbolizes the orderly harmony of a

just, ethical soul; and, in a less moralizing tone, Nietzsche argues that the

high style of the truly beautiful characterizes the highest human beings.

Augustine, Leibniz, and Simone Weil hold that God’s providential, moral

order is immediately visible in the complex, ordered wholes of natural and

artistic beauty. And from Plato to Kant to Martha Nussbaum, philosophers

have argued that appreciation of the beautiful is analogous to, and

educative for, moral sensibility, whether as an erotic longing for the

objectively good, a ‘‘disinterested,’’ free appreciation of universal value, or

as the fine perception of particular individuals and circumstances.2 Since the

heyday of German classicism, however, such philosophical discussions

include surprisingly little attention to an extremely common way in which
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beauty seems to serve, in Kant’s terms, as the ‘‘symbol of morality’’ both in

the everyday judgment of others, and in the Western artistic tradition: the

rather concrete symbolization wherein a person’s physical beauty is taken as

a sign of her moral goodness. This form of symbolic association between

beauty and goodness reaches back at least to the Greek phrase for human

excellence, kalos kagathos, or indeed to the double connotation of the term

kalos itself. And it pervades our relations with others: psychologists have,
unsurprisingly, found that people tend to attribute positive character traits

to others on the basis of their good looks, an inference they characterize as

the ‘‘beauty is good’’ stereotype.3 ‘‘Beauty is good’’ is, likewise, an extremely

common representational trope in the visual arts: saints, angels, and the

Virgin Mary are (for example) consistently represented as beautiful, while

devils, demons, and Judas are routinely represented as hideous;4 the viewer

of Hollywood movies often can distinguish the ‘‘good’’ from the ‘‘bad’’

characters quickly and easily, for their moral dispositions are signaled by
their respective beauty and ugliness.

My aims in this essay are, first, simply to call philosophers’ attention to

this ‘‘beauty is good’’ inference pattern and to the correlated representa-

tional convention, and to reflect upon what I take to be the most pressing

reason for the philosophical neglect of this form of aesthetic symbolization

of the good: our moral qualms concerning these practices5 (section I).

Second, I shall discuss a way in which this inference and representational

trope might in some cases be explained and justified through a consideration
of Kant’s much maligned and ignored treatment of human beauty in

paragraph 17 of the Critique of Judgment, ‘‘On the Ideal of Beauty’’6

(sections II and following).

Kant’s treatment of human beauty is worth attention, first, because our

moral qualms concerning ‘‘beauty is good’’ inferences and conventions rest,

I shall argue, on broadly Kantian moral commitments. But Kant also argues

that the beautiful human form is the ‘‘ideal’’ of beauty, the only ‘‘fixed’’

standard of beauty, because it represents human moral perfection (CJ
V:233)7 or is the ‘‘visible expression of moral ideas’’ (CJ V:235). Thus Kant

appears to hold not only that our appreciation for beauty is ‘‘symbolically’’

connected to our admiration for moral goodness,8 but also that moral

goodness may ‘‘appear’’ as physical beauty. By placing these claims in the

context of ‘‘beauty is good’’ inferences and representational conventions, I

aim to show that Kant’s account of the ideal of beauty is less silly than it has

been taken to be, less a thoughtless throwback to German classicism than an

insightful attempt to grapple with a common connection between beauty
and morality in human practices of signification. Contra Kant, I shall argue

that his ‘‘fixed standard’’ of beauty does not constitute the sole ‘‘ideal,’’

much less the maximum, of human beauty. It is, however, a plausible

account of one, commonly recognized and approved type of beauty, a

‘‘regular,’’ ‘‘classical’’ or, somewhat tendentiously, ‘‘boring’’ beauty. This
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type of beauty may, moreover, appropriately be taken as a sign for moral

goodness, I shall suggest, for it may be seen as a ‘‘symbol’’ of Kantian

morality – of a universalist, egalitarian morality that enjoins respect for the

‘‘humanity’’ in all persons.

Moral Qualms

The inference from physical beauty to moral goodness appears, first, to be a

fallacy, warranted, if at all, by a weak analogy (e.g. between two different

types of harmony) or by a putative causal connection that is frequently

falsified: many beautiful people are not particularly moral (and vice versa).9

And, though artistic representational practices are not subject to such

falsification, one might level a corresponding moral accusation against the

artistic use of the ‘‘beauty is good’’ representational trope: it presents a false

correlation as an ordering principle of the (social-moral) world, one that

might influence or reinforce false beliefs.

But it is not, I submit, simply the fallaciousness of the ‘‘beauty is good’’

inference – nor even our (apparently) deep propensity to make such

inferences – that renders this inference pattern or representational

convention troubling. The ‘‘moon illusion’’ (the false perceptual inference

that the moon appears larger on the horizon than it appears in the sky

overhead) and representations that might encourage this inference (e.g.

paintings in which the moon’s image is shown to be larger on the horizon)

might trouble a purist about truth in representation. (See, e.g., Republic

Book X.) But they seem much less troubling than the ‘‘beauty is good’’

inferences and representations, because the latter are not only fallacious, but

also – more strongly – morally objectionable.

As a first pass at articulating such moral objections, one could cite the

common sense judgment that these inferences are (as it is often put)

‘‘superficial.’’ ‘‘Superficial’’ is, here, meant in a double sense: first, one is

basing an evaluation of someone on (her) superficial characteristics – on

surface appearance as opposed to her inner character or real nature as a

person. And one is, oneself, thereby ‘‘superficial,’’ making a ‘‘snap’’

judgment based on the apprehension of appearance, rather than the less

easily attainable knowledge of the person, her intentions, and her actions.

On this view, it is not so much the inference that is morally problematic,

though that too is so, but even the initial judgment of persons in terms of

beauty or ugliness, for this is the wrong (superficial) sort of judgment of

persons, a misidentification of what makes persons who they are, and

worthy of respect.

This line of objection is grounded on basic moral intuitions that Kant

shares: first, that one’s moral character is an ‘‘inward’’ characteristic (in

Kant’s terms, a quality of the will) instantiated in intentions and actions,
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which should be the sole or at least the most weighty factor to be considered

in evaluating others. This distinction between beauty and true personhood is

often grounded, moreover, on the familiar, Kantian view that a person’s

ultimate, true worth does not rest on ‘‘natural gifts’’ (of which beauty is

often cited as an example), but on traits that result from the person’s own

activity or effort, for which the person is responsible and (thus) rightly

praised, valued, or given credit.10 Second, the judge seems to be failing to
live up to two core Kantian requirements for moral behavior: that one ought

to recognize a basic moral equality of human beings in their right to respect,

and to treat others as subjects or agents rather than as objects or mere

means to one’s own ends.11 In ranking people according to their beauty or

ugliness, one is obviously claiming that people are not equally valuable

(according to one, aesthetic standard of value), and, as feminists have

argued, in employing this mode of evaluation one is treating people not as

subjects or agents, but as objects for one’s aesthetic appreciation.
Such initial worries about the aesthetic evaluation of persons are

magnified by its effects on behavior toward others. As again discussed by

feminists (and as thematized by the recent, rather awful movie, Shallow

Hal), aesthetic evaluation of persons may well be guided by (and/or arouse)

desires for sexual gratification, or for the social status that possessing a

beautiful person as one’s partner might bring; it thus seems to play a role in

more active (not merely aesthetic) practices of ‘‘objectification,’’ here of

treating people as mere means to one’s sexual gratification or social
aspirations.12 Differential treatment of the beautiful over the unbeautiful

seems, likewise, unjust: Beautiful people receive more social power, status,

better jobs, better salaries, better course evaluations, etc. than do less

attractive people;13 lesser valuation of the unbeautiful strikes one – more

strongly – as morally unsound, a violation of the respect due to each

individual as a person; no child – simply because he or she is not ‘‘cute’’ –

deserves to be beaten.14

These morally problematic forms of evaluation and differential treatment
may, indeed, partially explain an empirical dissociation between physical

beauty and moral character, as reflected by another, common trope in visual

representation – that of the evil (seductive, deceptive, or manipulative)

beautiful person.15 For if beautiful people are positively evaluated and

treated, gain social status or power, and (via the inference) are attributed

with positive moral traits on the grounds of their beauty alone, they will be

tempted to use their beauty as a way to control others, to make no effort to

cultivate their moral characters, but instead to direct their efforts to
cultivating their beauty. (Thus, even when beauty is not so simply a ‘‘natural

gift’’ as we commonly say, but results [at least in part] from effort and choice

– e.g. diet, exercise, grooming, cosmetics, cosmetic surgery – such effort does

not merit moral credit.16) Nor are the less beautiful morally better off in the

context of such evaluation, for, just as the beautiful might internalize this
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mode of evaluation to form exaggerated, immoral conceptions of their own

worth, so too may the self-respect of the less beautiful be undermined, their

autonomy and agency hampered, by their internalization of others’ negative

aesthetic evaluation of them.

The initial, ‘‘superficial’’ evaluation of others on the grounds of beauty

thus seems, itself, morally problematic; the subsequent, faulty inference

from such value to moral value only an addition of insult to injury. But I
suggest that the evaluation of others on grounds of their appearances hardly

ever occurs absent (something like) the inference, and could be morally

unproblematic were it to occur without that inference. Aesthetic evaluation

of others is morally problematic not because it is superficial, but because it

does not remain superficial enough.

Contrast the cases (a) of scanning a set of photographs, ranking them

in order of beauty, or (b) of scanning such photographs in order to hire

a model, or (c) resolving the images in such photographs into arrangements
of shapes, lines, and colors in order to choose one to paint, with case (d)

of performing similar rankings and consequent preferential choices among

the people of one’s immediate acquaintance. Cases (a) and (b) might be

found morally questionable (for the reasons suggested above) in an extended

manner: they might express one’s prioritizing of aesthetic over other sorts of

valuation of others, or comprise participation in institutions that promote

such prioritization. Case (c) might be seen as ‘‘objectifying,’’ but not

necessarily as therefore morally problematic, for it seems to be an
‘‘objectification’’ of only, and precisely, a human body as such, and as

narrowly focused upon suitability for a particular artistic enterprise.17 By

contrast, case (d) makes one more immediately queasy, for in this case,

one’s aesthetic valuation of persons is not restricted to idle comparison or

narrow consideration of suitability to a particular job or paint-ability,

but threatens to encroach upon one’s evaluation of persons as such.

Aesthetic judgments (and consequent treatment) of others are, that is,

morally problematic because (or when) they do not simply constitute the
judgment, ‘‘Person x is beautiful/valuable in that way,’’ (and person y less

valuable in that way), but implicitly refer to the personhood of the person as

such, contain an implicit rider, ‘‘and such value fully determines the value of

that person.’’

This rider – not simply ‘‘superficial’’ evaluation – is, I suggest, what

renders aesthetic judgment of others a violation of our moral obligations

towards them. The moral problems here do not rest simply on a contrast

between ‘‘inner’’ (reality) and ‘‘outer’’ (appearance) – as the superficiality
proposal holds – but on a failure to distinguish and order two types of value.

This need to distinguish and prioritize moral value is, again, quite consonant

with Kantian moral commitments. On Kant’s view, one ought to take moral

value (in others), and the requirements of moral behavior (for oneself), to

‘‘trump’’ aesthetic value and aesthetic evaluation and, more broadly, to
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constitute the ultimate worth of a person, whether judging or judged. Thus

the Kantian moral agent might recognize that human beings are unequal in

beauty, as we are with respect to other ‘‘natural gifts’’ or useful qualities

(e.g. intelligence, self-control, physical strength), but would constrain such

evaluation through the recognition that the only source of unconditional

value in human beings is a ‘‘good will,’’ the only justified, ‘‘trumping’’

differential valuation of others is moral evaluation. And, as moral agents,
we are obliged to follow the moral law, to treat all others with the ‘‘respect’’

due to them according to the ‘‘right of humanity,’’ their capacity for moral

self-legislation.18

Morally problematic ‘‘superficial’’ judges of others are those who

refuse to recognize this moral ‘‘trumping,’’ in one of two ways. First, such

a judge might explicitly refuse to recognize the value of moral claims and

moral qualities (‘‘I don’t care about her honesty, I care only that she is

beautiful’’). Thus the artist who attends to human bodies as volumes,
shapes, and lines, becomes morally questionable, if and when he denies that

these are also – and more importantly – persons. Second, and more

commonly, the judge might do so by engaging in ‘‘beauty is good’’

inferences that not only violate, but also undermine, ‘‘trumping’’ moral

evaluation. For the inference provides a ‘‘veil,’’ a moral rationalization for

(unjust) evaluation and treatment of others grounded in fact only upon

beauty. That is: If beauty is taken as a sign of moral quality, and we are

morally justified in recognizing moral quality, then differential treatment of
people based on beauty presents itself as morally justified. If beauty is taken

as revelatory of character, agency, or subjectivity, then caring about others

because of their beauty would not be objectifying but a recognition of their

agency.

One need not, moreover, be a social constructivist to find the ‘‘beauty is

good’’ representational convention in visual art at least an exacerbating

influence here. The visual arts and media do engage in ‘‘superficial’’

valuation of persons, and, thereby, also undermine the self-respect of the
consumers of the widely proliferated images of beautiful people, with drastic

consequences such as anorexia. This broader social context and its

implications seems, indeed, to render case (b) above more morally

problematic than it might seem, as an isolated action or judgment. And,

though visual art may not produce ‘‘beauty is good’’ inferential patterns and

differential treatment, a good deal of visual art seems, at least, to be based

upon them: Raphael and the Hollywood director both count upon the

viewer’s predisposition to ‘‘beauty is good’’ inferences to make ‘‘legible’’ the
moral worlds they wish to represent. Such representation seems likely, too,

to encourage such inferences – if the Virgin Mary, Grace Kelly, and Matt

Damon wear their good moral characters on their faces, the viewer’s

‘‘beauty is good’’ judgmental habits are reinforced. Just as our aesthetic

evaluation of others in ‘‘real life’’ is often difficult to divorce from implicit
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evaluation of persons as such, so too is it implausible that our appreciation

of human beauty in (much) artistic representation is a purely ‘‘formal’’

appreciation of beauty, divorced from our attitudes towards actual

human beings.19 It matters that this lovely curve is the curve of an eyebrow,

cheek, hip, or leg, that such beauty belongs to a creature of our own kind, a

kind understood (even in representation) to comprise persons, with

character.
As Diana Tietjens Meyers suggests, because human beings are strongly

moved by aesthetic judgments of others, an agent who is striving to be a

properly moral agent might need to engage in self-corrective training to

undermine this aesthetic influence on her judgment and treatment of

others.20 And because artistic representation might reinforce such natural

tendencies, because choices about manner of representation are perhaps

more open to control and correction than (non-fully-conscious) infer-

ences, one might well believe that the ‘‘beauty is good’’ trope should be
eliminated from artistic representation.21 Visual artists may need some

means of representing ‘‘legible’’ moral character, but perhaps they

should follow the conventions of comic book representation, using artificial

‘‘signs’’ (e.g. uniforms) rather than beauty/ugliness to represent moral

character.

This is, of course, a grim conclusion. On Kantian grounds, we seem to

have identified yet another natural propensity to ‘‘radical’’ evil, here not the

temptation to rationalize our self-conceit, but to over-privilege (and
rationalize such privileging of) another form of value. As critics have often

alleged against Kantian morality,22 the absoluteness of Kantian moral

obligation seems to require us to abandon a great deal of what we take to

give our lives substantive value and meaning. In this case, as I have just

suggested, it might well seem that one ought to reject an enormous amount

of art – e.g. almost all Christian religious painting, a good deal of

Hollywood representation, as well as the works of non-visual artists such as

Dickens. For such artworks trade upon, and thus may reinforce and
legitimize, our immoral propensities to engage in the ‘‘beauty is good’’

inference. (Just as, Kant argues in the Metaphysics of Morals, one ought to

protect and promote one’s moral character indirectly, e.g. to cultivate one’s

sympathy for others by visiting hospitals and caring for animals.) And, even

if one is not a Kantian, the ‘‘beauty is good’’ stereotype seems to locate a

deep tension, a deep ambivalence in current Western (especially American)

culture – we at once surround ourselves by visual images of the ‘‘beauty is

good’’ sort, and (at least professedly) adhere to many of the moral
commitments that drive the Kantian position.

This grim conclusion is not, however, drawn by Kant himself. Instead,

Kant provides not only an explanation, but also a justification, for ‘‘beauty

is good’’ judgments and representational conventions in his account of the

Ideal of Beauty, to which I shall now turn.
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Kant and the Ideal of Beauty

Kant’s main theoretical concern in paragraph 17 is not, I should note, to

explain ‘‘beauty is good’’ inferences or representational conventions, but

to argue that in engaging in aesthetic judgment, human beings ‘‘strive to

produce’’ an ideal of beauty – something like an image of a ‘‘perfect beauty’’

or (in Kant’s terms) the imagination’s representation of a ‘‘maximum’’ –

that could serve as a standard for aesthetic judgments (V:232). Such an ideal

can only, Kant argues, be an ideal of human beauty, because our moral

vocation lends human beings a single, ‘‘determinate’’ purpose that can ‘‘fix’’

the ideal of beauty for human forms (V:233). These arguments, and their

place within Kant’s aesthetic theory, generate a number of philosophical

and interpretive questions that I shall only slightly address here;23 I shall

instead concentrate simply on Kant’s proposals concerning the nature of

ideal human beauty as intimately connected to morality.

Kant proceeds in three steps to ‘‘fix’’ the ideal of human beauty. First, he

argues that in order for the beauty of an object to be ‘‘fixed,’’ we must judge

the object according to our ‘‘concept’’ of its ‘‘purpose’’; a fixed ideal of

beauty is ‘‘not the object of an entirely pure judgment of taste, but ...the

object of a partly intellectual one’’ (V:233). The ideal of beauty will be an

object we appreciate as beautiful, while taking into account the kind of

object it is, and the ways in which it can be a good instance of that kind.24

So, for example, our judgment that a house is beautiful is more ‘‘fixed’’ than

our judgment of a decorative pattern, which latter may, in principle, have

any number of different characteristics and yet be found beautiful. For, first,

this judgment might be constrained by the purpose of a house so that

characteristics inconsonant with that purpose, e.g. dangerously leaning

walls, will prevent us from judging the house to be beautiful. Second, the

object’s purpose may inform our judgment of it as beautiful; e.g. the sweep

of a veranda might be found beautiful not only because of its form, but also

because it admirably serves a function for living in the house. In the case of

human beings, deformities (e.g. missing limbs or decaying teeth) might

preclude a judgment that a human being is beautiful, and the beauty of

musculature might be enhanced by the functionality of such musculature to

serve human ends. (And, though Kant does not mention these oft-cited

characteristics of ‘‘ideal’’ human beauty, symmetry and the appearance of

health and youth might also be approved because they render the individual

fit according to this ‘‘concept.’’)

This concept of a human being might allow us to pick out a class of

complete, healthy-looking individuals, but clearly it will not pick out a class

of beautiful human beings, nor generate an ideal in the sense of an individual

image.25 For this reason, Kant proposes two further components of our

‘‘ideal’’ of human beauty: the ‘‘aesthetic standard idea,’’ and the ‘‘rational

idea’’ of morality. The aesthetic standard idea of human beings is a
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prototypical ‘‘look’’ of a ‘‘normal’’ human being. We generate such an idea,

Kant proposes, by ‘‘reproducing’’ and ‘‘comparing’’ many images (Kant

suggests a thousand) of people we have seen, to produce an ‘‘average that

serves as a common standard for all of them’’ (V:234). This prototype

furnishes, Kant suggests, a standard for judging individuals that is more

determinate than the concept of a complete human being – it will have (say)

a specified distance between the eyes, length of the nose, etc. – and thereby
allows us to judge individuals more determinately according to the

‘‘correctness in the exhibition of the kind’’ (V:235).26 (Thus Kant attempts

to answer a traditional question about human beauty – if it lies in

proportions, which ones?)

This ‘‘standard’’ idea, Kant argues, is insufficient for the ‘‘ideal’’ of

beauty for it is a standard of ‘‘correctness’’ alone, and explains only

‘‘negative’’ liking. That is, this standard idea – like the more minimal

requirement that the beautiful human being should be ‘‘complete’’ –
constitutes an ‘‘indispensable condition’’ or prerequisite for beauty, how

people must look in order not to be found unbeautiful. The standard idea

is, Kant writes, a merely ‘‘academic’’ standard. (And thus, as also in his

use of Polyclitus’ Doryphoros to exemplify the standard idea, Kant hints too

at the conventions of visual representation with which we are also

concerned.)

‘‘Positive’’ liking is generated, in addition to this ‘‘negative’’ liking, by

adding the ‘‘expression of the moral’’ to the normal idea (V:235), for
morality is the highest, final purpose of human beings, and renders the agent

worthy of positive esteem required from all, universally. The ideal of beauty

will be a human figure that is not only ‘‘normal,’’ but also positively worthy

of esteem because it ‘‘makes visible…goodness of soul, purity, fortitude, or

serenity’’ (V:235).27 Kant provides no examples of these ‘‘expressions’’ of

moral qualities, or (as he also describes them) the ‘‘effect[s] of what is

inward’’ (V:235) – perhaps because, as he writes, we learn about such

expressions empirically (and thus they may vary).28 It is not an utterly odd
suggestion, however, for we do speak (for example) of an ‘‘honest face’’;

likewise, a calm facial expression could be taken as caused by, and thus an

expression of, serenity; perhaps an upright bearing might be seen as a visible

expression of fortitude. (I will return to this crucial point below.)

Initial Discussion

If this account of our judgments of human beauty is right, it could indeed
justify ‘‘beauty is good’’ inferences and representational conventions: if the

ideally beautiful human being is such in part because his or her looks

‘‘express’’ moral character, then such beauty does constitute some warrant

for judging that that person is morally virtuous. Our approval of this person

would be grounded, correspondingly, upon our moral sensibility and values.
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Predictably, Kant does not hereby justify many of the morally

objectionable aspects of the ‘‘beauty is good’’ inferences: this account does

not, for example, justify a wholesale greater moral respect for, or differential

treatment of, the beautiful over the unbeautiful, for it does not override

Kant’s basic ethical claim that all people deserve respect simply by the ‘‘right

of humanity.’’ Indeed our ‘‘positive liking’’ is grounded upon a prior

commitment to morality. And because the last component (the ‘‘visible’’
expression of moral virtue) is separate from the first and second (the concept

of human being, and the ‘‘standard idea’’), this account supports our

judgments that unbeautiful people are, and can appear to be, just as moral

as ‘‘ideally’’ beautiful human beings. (On Kant’s view, one need not, that is,

hold that everyone ‘‘has the face that he deserves.’’) Likewise, Kant’s

account leaves ample room for claims that such inferences may be mistaken,

and for the correction of such inferences on moral grounds (or on further

knowledge). For the ‘‘visible’’ expressions are merely correlated (empiri-
cally) to the moral qualities they are taken to express; such expressions may,

then, be found to have other causes, to be deceptive about the actual moral

character of the person in question – someone with an ‘‘honest face,’’ just

like someone who’s beautiful, may nonetheless be a liar.29

To sum up: Kant’s account of the ideal of beauty preserves the primacy of

moral value in our evaluation of others, even in judgments of beauty. This

account might remove questions about the moral status of ‘‘beauty is good’’

inferences or representations but it thereby raises questions about its
plausibility as a description of beauty, to which questions I now turn.

Aesthetic Plausibility

I shall argue that Kant’s characterization of the ‘‘ideal’’ of beauty is indeed

plausible, not (contra Kant) as a description of the sole standard for all

human beauty, but as the description of one sort of beauty, one which is

plausibly connected, moreover, to Kant’s moral ideals. Before turning to
these qualifications (in the next section), however, I shall suggest that Kant’s

account may be more plausible (in general) than it might at first seem, with

respect to each of Kant’s components in turn.

Kant’s first claim that the beautiful human being must be ‘‘complete’’ and

functional is a plausible, though pretty minimal, requirement for human

beauty. Most people found beautiful have no missing limbs or decaying

teeth and look at least basically functional.

Kant’s second claim, that the beautiful person will ‘‘fit’’ our ‘‘standard’’
or ‘‘normal’’ (averaged) idea, seems somewhat odder, because we take the

beautiful person to be exceptional. Indeed the extraordinary nature of

human beauty grounds one analogical connection between beauty and

morality (e.g. on a Greek view) – beauty may symbolize morality because its

extraordinary physical excellence parallels the excellence of moral character.
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Strikingly, however, psychologists have done research that empirically

confirms Kant’s claims here.30 These psychologists have generated

composite photographic images of the ‘‘average’’ face out of 16, 24, or 32

individual faces, and have found that subjects presented with these

photographs, mixed with the individual photographs from which they are

generated, find the composite photographs more ‘‘attractive’’ than the

individual photographs to an overwhelming degree. (Some even produce the
composite images using a computerized version of Kant’s suggested method

for producing the ‘‘standard idea,’’ viz. an optical superimposition of many

images, where the darkest areas [pixels] would comprise the outlines or main

features of ‘‘standard idea.’’)

These composite ‘‘average’’ faces are – if not stunningly beautiful – indeed

quite attractive in a certain ‘‘ideal’’ or ‘‘regular’’ way. (I strongly recommend

to the reader to take a look at the actual composite photographs produced

by these psychologists, and reproduced in the articles cited above [note 30];
seeing in this case goes a good way to believing.) In fact, this line of research

was initiated in 1907 by social psychologist Francis Galton, who was

frustrated in his attempts to discover the prototypical ‘‘criminal’’ face by

generating composite photographs of criminals’ faces, because he discovered

that his composite photographing technique produced ‘‘[t]he result [of] a

very striking face, thoroughly ideal and artistic, and singularly beautiful.’’31

One’s doubts concerning this second claim arise in part, as Judith

Langlois notes in explanation of her research findings, from a possible
confusion concerning the meaning of ‘‘average’’:

The word average has many definitions, including undistinguished,

typical, common, and the arithmetic mean of a set of numbers…We

use the term average only and strictly to denote the technical definition

of the mathematical mean. Our averaged faces are not undistin-

guished; instead, they are quite good looking. Nor are they typical in

the sense of common or frequently occurring in the population,
although they may be typical…in the sense that they…are representa-

tive of the class of faces. (Langlois, Roggman, and Musselman, p. 214)

As Langlois writes, these ‘‘averaged’’ faces seem both ‘‘prototypical’’ or

representative – a not unlikely result of the averaging process – and are quite

good-looking, not common, not equivalent to the looks of any ordinary

person. (Indeed, Kant suggests that no individual ever fully instantiates the

‘‘standard idea’’ [V:234–5].) This idea is rather, in Kant’s terms, a certain
‘‘ideal’’ look that is ‘‘prototypical’’ or ‘‘standard’’ (the term I shall use in

accord with Kant’s usage, instead of ‘‘average,’’ to refer to such looks).

Kant’s third proposal that a standard-looking human being is rendered

ideally beautiful by the ‘‘expression’’ of moral virtue is not, again,

completely implausible. People’s looks can be beautified by expressions of
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deep piety, love, dignity, courage, etc., as, e.g. Joan Fontaine in Jane Eyre or

the favorite case for German classicism, the dignified endurance expressed in

the Laocoon. And there are corresponding (stronger, I think) uglifying

effects of anger, hatred, etc. Likewise, our appreciation of others’ looks may

often be imbued by our (quasi-) moral interpretations of these expressions –

thus the psychologists’ composites strike me as looking innocent and serene,

despite the psychologists’ description of this expression as ‘‘neutral.’’ This
effect is strengthened if one takes into account the ways in which we judge

others’ appearances aesthetically on the basis of their styles in clothing,

which we frequently take to be expressive of character. Or – in other words –

though our judgments of others on the basis of their looks are, on Kant’s

view, corrigible by further knowledge of the person, and can be deceptive

appearances, such judgments may not always be quite so ‘‘objectifying’’ as

we fear.

Indeed here and in general in his claim that our judgments of human
beauty are always ‘‘dependent’’ upon our concept of a human being, Kant

suggests an inverted, optimistic reading of the ‘‘beauty is good’’ inference, of

the encroachment of aesthetic evaluation into wholesale evaluation of the

worth of others. As suggested above, this encroachment might stem from

the fact that such aesthetic evaluation is, itself, not easily divorced from our

consideration of persons as such. But Kant’s account suggests that this

encroachment may be read more positively: our aesthetic appreciation may

be informed precisely by recognition of the person as a subject or agent.
Thus, for example, our sense of a person’s appearance is often altered, over

time, as we come to know him or her – we come to see features and bodily

configuration as beautiful (or ugly) because they become, for us, imbued by

his or her character, expressive of his or her individuality. Less pleasantly,

current, aesthetic dislike of the overweight is imbued too with (ill-judged)

moral disapprobation of such persons as exercising insufficient self-control.

Some Emendations: ‘‘Boring’’ Beauty

Kant’s account is, however, not persuasive as an account of the sole

standard – nor as the ‘‘maximum’’ – of human beauty. There are, first,

numerous counter examples even to Kant’s minimal, first claim – from

aesthetic practices such as foot binding to Klimt’s aesthetic of febrile

unhealthiness and decay – that demonstrate the malleability of our aesthetic

appreciation of human beauty. Such counterexamples may, more broadly,

fit Kant’s model, for they seem to be informed by other ‘‘concepts’’ of the
‘‘purpose’’ of the human being, often, specifically, of women (e.g. that

women are supposed to be weak, submissive, in need of protection and so

should look so). Similarly, Klimt’s aesthetic might be traced to a (quasi-

Kantian) concept of the human being, as valuable because she transcends,

even violates, the dictates of nature. But strictly taken, Kant’s first claim is
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true of many, but is not a necessary condition for all, cases of human

beauty.

Kant’s second and third claims must, similarly, be modified: neither

constitutes a necessary condition for beauty, nor do they, in combination,

describe the ‘‘maximum’’ of human beauty. In some of the psychological

studies noted above, it was found that the composites were judged most

attractive ‘‘except for one individual woman.’’ This seems right: Some
departures from the ‘‘average’’ prototype can render a human being not

‘‘abnormal’’-looking or ugly, but rather exceptionally beautiful, striking,

distinctive; Cindy Crawford’s mole, Liz Taylor’s snub nose, and Gregory

Peck’s dimple do not render them troubling ‘‘deviants’’ from a ‘‘standard

idea’’. Nor is an expression of moral virtue necessary for beauty, much less

the ground of ‘‘maximal’’ beauty. An expression of moral virtue is not

sufficient to transform the composites into great beauties, and beauty seems

perfectly compatible with (some) morally questionable expressions, e.g. of
vanity, arrogance, or contempt – as thematized, again, in artistic

representations, whether of Venus’ vanity, or of ‘‘proud’’ beauties, like

Rossetti’s Body’s Beauty.

I suggest, however, that Kant’s account of human beauty in terms of the

‘‘standard’’ idea does characterize a certain sort of beauty that one might

describe as ‘‘classic,’’ ‘‘pure,’’ ‘‘innocent,’’ girl- or boy- ‘‘next-door,’’ or

‘‘standard’’ good looks – or as ‘‘boring’’. As noted, Kant himself adverts to

Polyclitus’ Doryphoros as an example of a human figure that instantiates
such a standard idea; but Ingrid Bergman and Ben Affleck might constitute

more contemporary examples, bearing marked similarity to the look of the

composite photographs. This type of good looks is characterized, as Kant

points out, by little interesting individuality or singularity of looks, no

novelty or piquancy of expression, arrangement of features, or visual

‘‘character’’; 32 it is suited, then, to the representation of ‘‘any’’ human being

(or ‘‘any’’ woman or man).

This kind of beauty is also, I suggest, little subject to disagreement among
appreciators. The current view (held too in the 18th century) that

individuals’ judgments of beauty are purely subjective, in the sense that

they are utterly and wildly variable from individual to individual, is

overdrawn, belied by our pervasive ‘‘beauty is good’’ practices and

institutions: favorably treated attractive children, the members of the

popular crowd in high school, successful job candidates, etc. are not found

beautiful (and therefore well-treated) only by a few, isolated people with

peculiar, individual tastes; Hollywood movie-makers need not worry about
whether their viewers will find Ben Affleck attractive.33 And ‘‘standard’’

good looks seem a plausible baseline for such agreement. Many, perhaps,

will identify more individualized, novel looks, styles, or types of beauty as

their highest preferences, which comparative preferences may well be

expressive of more individualized taste and subject to more disagreement.
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But, I suspect, all (or nearly all) will allow that such standardly beautiful

people are good looking – even if perhaps in a boring or banal sort of way.

Kant suggests, moreover, quite plausible grounds to explain such

commonality among human judgments of beauty: this commonality rests

on our shared cognitive aims to classify objects according to kinds, and thus

to engage in judgments of things as adequate or inadequate exemplars of

their kinds. Kant, of course, aims higher – to promulgate an a priori

standard justifiably claimed to be universal (over all people), which thus

might ground normative claims on others’ agreement. If Kant is right

concerning the normative status of judgments of taste in general, then his

account of the Ideal, based on arguably a priori, normative constraints on

empirical knowledge (the requirement to class objects into kinds, as

governed by laws, in this case biological laws), is, again, a promising

candidate. (But I do not take myself to have defended such a strong claim

here.)
This is not to say that, on Kant’s account and contra the apparent facts,

this standard sort of beauty itself remains invariant in ‘‘look’’ across

cultures or history. For, though he proposes a universal structure or format

for the construction of this ‘‘ideal,’’ Kant explicitly leaves room for

considerable variation in the specific, empirical look of such beauty, and,

correspondingly, among judges of beauty in accord with this ideal. Kant

argues that though all people produce such a standard idea, the specific

‘‘look’’ of this idea will vary across cultures or races – the Chinese,
Caucasian, or Negro [sic] standard ideas will differ from one another – for it

is generated, empirically, from the images of people one has seen.34 So too

(as noted above) may judgments of ‘‘expressions’’ of moral qualities vary

empirically and culturally.

This more modest reading is, moreover, consistent with a charitable

reconstruction of Kant’s aims in paragraph 17, one that would seem to fit

better his aesthetic theory in the Critique of Judgment than his own

presentation does. Kant may, that is, succeed in his aim in paragraph 17 of
articulating a ‘‘fixed’’ standard of beauty, one not subject to disagreement,

and describable by more or less fixed ‘‘rules.’’ But, in concert with his

broader aesthetic theory, according to which (our judgment of) beauty is not

objective, provable, fixed by concepts or rules, this ‘‘fixed,’’ standard sort of

beauty (or judgment thereof) is not exhaustive of the types of beauty (or

judgments thereof), does not serve as a standard or rule (necessary and

sufficient condition) for all human beauty.35 In fact, precisely the ‘‘boring’’

nature of this kind of beauty would reflect the aesthetically marginal status
of our approval of this sort of good looks, its status as a limit case (in its

fixity) for aesthetic judgments; here there is little of aesthetic freedom,

variation, richness, or individualization.36

Reading Kant’s ideal not as maximum or uniquely standard-setting, but

simply as one, fixed form of human beauty might also alleviate some
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concerns about the tensions among Kant’s aesthetics of ‘‘disinterested’’

appreciation, his account of the Ideal, and the (real world) connections

between aesthetic evaluation of others and sexual desire, a paradigm, it

would seem, of interest and a source of morally problematic objectification.

Kant’s account of the Ideal does, of course, render our valuation of this sort

of beauty ‘‘interested,’’ for it is predicated on our ‘‘interest’’ in morality.

This claim is not inconsistent with Kant’s claims elsewhere that (pure)
judgments of beauty are ‘‘disinterested’’ (including morally disinterested),

for, on Kant’s account, the ‘‘ideal’’ of beauty is the subject of a ‘‘combined’’

‘‘intellectual’’ and aesthetic judgment; this, as I have suggested, seems to me

a not implausible claim concerning the nature of aesthetic appreciation of

human beings (as contrasted to decorative designs). More controversially, I

would suggest that the nature of Kant’s ideal beauty – its faultless,

prototypical, even boring character – also renders it rather distant from

sexual desirability, our appreciation of it closer, perhaps, to recognition or
identification (with this look or person, as an image of human personhood

in general) than to objectification or sexual desire.37 It is striking that such

‘‘standard beauty’’ is a form both of male and female beauty, by contrast to

the sexually tinged, and sexually differentiated forms of more markedly

masculine or feminine beauty. This is not to say that Kant’s treatment of the

Ideal (or his aesthetics in general) can be defended against the more general

objection that Kant – typically – ignores or suppresses the power, danger,

and delight of sexuality. But Kant may, in his description of the Ideal,
identify one kind of (appreciation of) human beauty that is not so sexually

tinged.38 In her recent novel, Seven Sisters, Margaret Drabble suggests

likewise, portraying the sexual innocence of young girls at boarding school

by alluding to the fact that their ideal man is Gregory Peck.39

As I have been suggesting, this kind of beauty is quite commonly found in

artistic representations (from Greece to Hollywood) and I shall now add

that this ‘‘standard’’ beauty is employed, more specifically, in the moral

semiotics of such representations. Often it is, more specifically, good
protagonists – heroes and heroines – that are represented as ‘‘standardly’’

beautiful.40 Hollywood actors closest to ‘‘standard beauty’’ are often type-

cast as the ‘‘morally good,’’ while those who deviate in certain, often also

typified ways from this standard beauty (say, small eyes or receding chin)

are, correspondingly, type-cast as evil-doers or as the morally weak.41 Those

with more individualized, striking beauty tend, by contrast to standard

beauties, to be cast in more morally ambivalent roles. Contrast, for example,

the traditional representations of the Virgin Mary with those of Salome or
Mary Magdalene, or Ingrid Bergman’s and Denzel Washington’s careers

with Betty Davis’ and Samuel L. Jackson’s.

Again, this claim is not meant to characterize an a priori, universal law,

but only a generalization, to which, of course, counter examples may be

found. And so it should be, given the complexities and inventiveness of
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artistic representation; artists may transcend, or play with, such straightfor-

ward ‘‘symbolization,’’ as in, e.g. parody, irony, aesthetic ambiguity. Some

apparent counter examples may, however, support my contention less

directly. Thus, e.g. artists can use our tendency to associate ‘‘standard

beauty’’ with moral decency to generate surprise, shock, or suspense, by

revealing a standardly beautiful character to be, ultimately, rotten to the

core (as in casting Matt Damon as Ripley, or Gwyneth Paltrow as Estella).
Or some actors typecast as ‘‘good’’ characters, who depart in certain ways

from ‘‘standard’’ good looks, might be used to represent good moral

character of a more specific sort, one that is perhaps not the decency

required of ‘‘any’’ person, but is supererogatory. Thus Robert Forster’s

grooved face and deep-set, sad-looking eyes render him ideal to represent

goodness characterized by great suffering and endurance; Joan Crawford’s

strong profile and heavy brows might make her ideal to represent the

virtuous, strong woman who must resist the prejudices of society to prevail
(as well as domineering, evil women in other cases). The symbolization of

moral virtue by standard beauty is, in other words, one among many visual

tropes in the artistic arsenal of moral-representational tropes, but it is,

nonetheless, a highly legible, frequently occurring, and powerful mode of

such representation, whether used directly or (as in these latter cases)

indirectly.

Finally, the fact that this kind of beauty is connected to our image (and

concept) of the ‘‘prototypical’’ human being might form the basis for a
symbolic connection that Kant himself does not draw between this sort of

beauty as determined by Kant’s non-specifically moral component of the

ideal – the ‘‘aesthetic standard idea’’ – and (Kantian) morality. As noted,

philosophers have drawn analogical links between beauty and morality

because each is an exceptional excellence of the human being, or because

each is a type of order or harmony. Both of these analogies are, however, at

odds with Kant’s moral views: For Kant, the worth of the morally good will

derives not from its institution of harmony within the soul, but from the
moral agent’s autonomous self-legislation of the moral law, which may well

conflict with the agent’s inclinations or desires. Nor should the moral agent

think of herself (or be thought of) as exceptional or superior to others; she

should, rather, attempt to judge and act from a ‘‘universal point of view,’’ to

act as anyone should; she should, precisely, not ‘‘make herself an

exception.’’

This Kantian view of morality might, however, be appropriately

symbolized by ‘‘standard’’ beauty, by an ‘‘ideal’’ that is an ‘‘average’’ or
‘‘prototypical,’’ comprising an image of the nature of our kind, what

‘‘anyone’’ might look like, at once common to all, ‘‘an image for the whole

species,’’ but also ‘‘hovering among all the particular and variously

diverging…individuals…[and] not fully achieved in any individual’’

(V:234–235). Like morality on the Kantian view, this ideal is, mutatis
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mutandis, derived from a process of universalization, a process that reflects

an equality among persons. On Kant’s view, we do not, of course, obtain

our understanding of the morally good by ‘‘averaging’’ the actual, empirical

actions of human beings. But given the limits of sensible representation – we

cannot represent the rationally universal directly in sensibility, cannot

concoct a ‘‘universal’’ image of human looks a priori, from reason alone –

averaging might function as a sensible, functional analogy for rational
universalization, and for our shared, human vocation.42

This analogical relationship might be described, more technically, in

terms of Kant’s account of symbols in paragraph 59 of the Critique of

Judgment, and his characterization, throughout the CJ, of beauty, biological

kinds, and moral goodness in terms of purposiveness. A symbol, Kant

writes, is a sensible representation of an ‘‘idea,’’ a rational representation

that cannot be, directly, exemplified sensibly. The symbol represents this

idea, then, indirectly: In symbolization, ‘‘the power of judgment performs a
double task, first applying the concept to the object of a sensible intuition,

and then, second, applying the mere rule of reflection on that intuition to an

entirely different object of which the first is only the symbol’’ (V:352). In this

case, the moral law and the moral will are both ‘‘ideas’’ unrepresentable

sensibly; the ‘‘aesthetic standard idea’’ might, however, serve as their

sensible representation by mediation of the concept of (human) purpose. As

I have just suggested, the ‘‘averaging’’ rule by which judgment produces the

image of ‘‘standard’’ beauty, is parallel to (may be ‘‘applied’’ to) a quite
different concept, viz., the moral will as guided by the moral law. But such

‘‘averaging’’ garners its explicitly normative status – as an aesthetic ‘‘ideal’’

– by the application of the concept of human purpose. In Kant’s terms, first

the power of judgment applies the concept of purpose (its ‘‘rule’’) to the

‘‘intuition’’ of the aesthetic, standard idea, taking it as the image of our

purpose, as a biological kind. The power of judgment then applies this rule

to another, non-sensible object (our moral character), identifying it as our

highest purpose. The ‘‘aesthetic standard idea’’ serves, then, as an image of
what it would be to ‘‘match up to’’ the purpose set by our biological kind,

which biological ‘‘purpose’’ in turn symbolizes our higher, and true purpose,

morality, for the ‘‘humanity’’ in each of us.43 Indeed, though the ‘‘standard

idea’’ may be produced on the basis of empirical observation (perhaps

guided by a priori epistemic constraints), its normative status as an ideal,

may rest not on such observation, but on its symbolic relationship to

universalist, moral norms.44

Conclusion

I have suggested in this paper that Kant’s account of the ‘‘ideal’’ of beauty

might help us to reconcile ourselves morally to our propensity to make

‘‘beauty is good’’ inferences, and to ‘‘beauty is good’’ representational
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conventions. Kant’s account suggests that our aesthetic evaluation of others

may be not (entirely or exclusively) objectifying, but imbued by recognition

of their personhood, agency, and character. And, I have argued, Kant

proposes a plausible account of one type of beauty, a beauty that comprises

adequacy to a ‘‘standard idea’’ of a human being, a proposal corroborated

by current psychological research. Such beauty, as I have suggested, is

widely appealing, recognized by almost all as a form of good looks, but is

also aesthetically ‘‘boring,’’ in both cases because it is, precisely, a beauty of

‘‘regularity,’’ an image of what it is to be a human being. But for this reason,

the ‘‘standardly’’ beautiful person may symbolically represent the realiza-

tion of the human moral vocation, a vocation that holds for all, and that

comprises taking a ‘‘universal point of view.’’

These suggestions do not, of course, fully dispel the moral concerns raised

about ‘‘beauty is good’’ inferences and representations; nor should they. The

merely symbolic, analogical relationship between such ‘‘classic’’ good looks,

as the image of our biological ‘‘purpose’’ as a species, and our moral

vocations cannot justify any claim that those agents who do not conform to

that aesthetic or biological standard of our kind are less deserving of respect

as rational agents. And, as I emphasized, Kant’s view is perfectly consistent

with moral monitoring of ‘‘beauty is good’’ judgments. Indeed Kant’s own

optimistic reading of the ‘‘beauty is good’’ inference – that it reflects our

incorporation of conceptions of personhood into judgments of human

beauty – explains our propensity to substitute such ‘‘snap’’ judgments or

symbolic judging for careful, well-reasoned moral judgment, to allow them

to occlude requirements of proper moral respect. But Kant’s account of the

Ideal also offers us some hope that our strong commitments to aesthetic and

to moral values may, at least sometimes, be reconcilable.45

Notes

1. I am grateful to the American Council of Learned Societies for a grant that supported

work on this article.

2. Many current philosophical claims about the moral significance of taste take broadly

this form, proposing that aesthetic appreciation involves skills and attitudes on the part

of the appreciator similar to those employed in moral judgment or action. Thus, e.g.

many argue that in appreciating art, we imaginatively practice the sympathetic

involvement with others that characterizes proper moral engagement. Contemporary

philosophers (e.g. Noël Carroll and Colin McGinn) argue, too, that moral values and

questions inform our interest in, and appreciation for, works of art, especially literature.

3. See Judith H. Langlois, Lisa Kalakanis, Adam J. Rubenstein, Andrea Larson, Monica

Hallam, and Monica Smoot, ‘‘Maxims or myths of beauty? A meta-analytic and

theoretical review,’’ Psychological Bulletin, 2000, 126:3, pp. 390–423, and Karen Dion,

‘‘Cultural perspectives on facial attractiveness,’’ in Leslie Zebrowitz and Gillian Rhodes

(eds), Facial Attractiveness (Westport, CT: Ablex, 2003), for overviews.

4. I am not qualified to discuss the prevalence of this trope in the non-Western traditions of

art, though I would be surprised to discover its absence. In order to evaluate fully Kant’s
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(or others’) universalist claims concerning human beauty, such investigation of non-

Western art would clearly be necessary, but here I restrict myself to discussion of

tensions within Western aesthetic and moral values.

5. These moral qualms also, I suggest, in part underlie contemporary artists’ and critics’

turn away from figurative beauty in art (towards authenticity, sincerity, expression,

formal experimentation, etc.); recently this trend seems to be reversed as seen, e.g. in the

popularity and influence of Elaine Scarry’s On Beauty and Being Just (Princeton:

Princeton, 1999), which recapitulates many traditional philosophical connections

between beauty and morality.

6. Paragraph 17 is the paragraph of the CJ most infrequently discussed in the scholarly

literature, often passed over in silence.

7. Citations to Kant’s work are to volume and page number of Kant, Gesammelte

Schriften; Akademie Ausgabe (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1902-). Quotations of the CJ in the

text are from Pluhar’s translation (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1987).

8. Kant uses the phrase, ‘‘beauty is the symbol of morality’’ in paragraph 59 of the CJ to

characterize the analogy between aesthetic and moral appreciation alluded to above –

both beauty and morality are appreciated independently of prior interests, by the ‘‘free’’

exercise of our faculties (of the imagination and of the rational will, respectively), and

‘‘as’’ something that might be universally approved (V:353–4).

9. Some of the inferences (or ‘‘attributions’’) discussed by psychologists under the ‘‘beauty

is good stereotype’’ rubric seem less liable to such criticism, e.g. the inference from

beauty to popularity (since popularity may in part rest on beauty; or, as the more careful

psychologists put it, the inference from beauty to popularity is a ‘‘self-fulfilling

prophecy’’). I shall not be concerned here with such inferences, since they concern non-

moral characteristics.

10. Groundwork IV:394. As Nagel (among others) has argued, it may be less clear than we

commonly believe, or than Kant claims, that any of our character traits are more under

our control than our beauty, or lack thereof. I cannot enter into such broad questions

here; as I shall indicate below, however, this concern with what is ‘‘under our control’’

does not, by itself, ground the intuition that beauty should not be taken as a sign of

moral worth, or determinative of the ultimate value of a person.

11. These familiar Kantian moral claims are expressed in the Groundwork at IV: 433 and

IV:429.

12. Like many 18th c. philosophers, Kant himself does not explicitly consider such moral

objections to the interpretation of physical beauty as the sign of moral goodness. But, as

noted, these arguments have a Kantian tenor, in taking the ‘‘objectification’’ of other

persons as in itself a moral wrong because it violates human dignity (or considers human

beings not as ends, but as objects or means). See Barbara Herman’s essay in A Mind of

One’s Own, Louise Antony and Charlotte Witt, eds. (Boulder: Westview, 1990), on the

connections between Kantian morality and current feminist concerns about sexual

objectification. Kant’s own brief expression of disapproval for Aboriginal practices of

tattooing (CJ V: 230) may rest on such a view. See Robert Wicks, ‘‘Kant on beautifying

the human body,’’ British Journal of Aesthetics, 29:2, April 1999, pp. 163–178.

13. See Langlois, Kalakis, et al., op. cit. and Leslie A. Zebrowitz and Gillian Rhodes,

‘‘Nature let a hundred flowers bloom,’’ in Facial Attractiveness, pp. 261–3. One might

have to invoke something like Michael Walzer’s conception of justice in Spheres of

Justice (New York: Basic Books, 1983) – that one ought not to ‘‘earn’’ goods in one

‘‘sphere’’ by excelling in another sphere – in order to describe these types of injustice,

rather than the Kantian conception. For Kant writes that all (non-moral) talents,

skills, and qualities (unlike the moral will) have a ‘‘price’’ (GW IV:434–5), and thus

suggests that they might be differentially rewarded, exchanged, or substituted for

one another with little moral harm. Walzer’s suggestions concerning allocation of these
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not-strictly-moral goods might, perhaps, be incorporated consistently into a Kantian

moral philosophy by suggesting that part of our respect for others’ dignity includes

appropriate or commensurate recognition of their non-moral qualities, with a proviso

that the moral sphere is paramount.

14. For psychological studies showing that unattractive babies are at greater risk for abuse

than cute babies, see V. McCabe, ‘‘Abstract perceptual information for age level: A risk

factor for maltreatment,’’ Child Development, 1984, pp. 267–276 and ‘‘Facial propor-

tions, perceived age, and caregiving,’’ in T.R. Alley ed., Social and Applied Aspects of

Perceiving Faces (Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum, 1988), pp. 89–95.

15. The attracted viewer’s liability to be manipulated by beauty is perhaps closer to Kant’s

own worries about sexual attraction (as in his infamous condemnation of masturbation)

as a form of self-objectification, in which one allows one’s natural drives to be

paramount over one’s rational agency and autonomy.

16. Though Scarry’s responses to some of the moral problems discussed here are less than

persuasive, her contention that we disapprove of valuing others on the grounds of their

beauty both because it is merely a natural gift, and because it is ‘‘artifactual,’’ the

product of a great deal of (purportedly dishonest) effort (op. cit., pp. 78–9) seems right.

That it is not (contra Scarry) ‘‘contradictory’’ to hold both views – for example, by

combining them through the mechanism described in the text (from unearned power as a

result of one’s beauty, to a focus of one’s effort to cultivate one’s beauty out of desire for

power over others) is ably shown by Mary Wollstonecraft in her Vindication of the

Rights of Women, who has a keener grasp than does Scarry on motivations of power in

interpersonal relations.

17. I owe this example to Eva Dadlez.

18. ‘‘I cannot deny all respect to even a vicious man as a human being; I cannot withdraw

at least the respect that belongs to him in his quality as a human being, even though

by his deeds he makes himself unworthy of it.’’ (Metaphysics of Morals VI:463)

As Marsha Baron has noted, Kant here (and elsewhere) employs two conceptions of

respect for others and therefore two conceptions of moral (in)equality: We must respect

all human beings by the right of humanity, but we are also enjoined to respect the

morally good more than the morally bad. Contra Baron’s brief suggestion that the

second sense of respect is marginal to Kant’s theory, it must play a significant role in

Kant’s moral theory, for our (actual) moral worth (or dignity that calls for respect)

must rest not only in our capacity to act morally (be autonomous) but also on our

(albeit partial) realization of that capacity. (Baron, ‘‘Love and respect in the doctrine of

virtue,’’ in Mark Timmons, ed., Kant’s Metaphysics of Morals (Oxford: OUP, 2002),

pp. 391–407.)

19. I add the proviso ‘‘much’’ here because it is possible that abstract artistic representations

of human form – e.g. Matisse’s cutouts, or Henry Moore’s sculptures – might be

appreciated purely ‘‘formally,’’ as the artist (in case (c) above) attends to human forms

as arrangements of shaped volumes. And, of course, artists have many aims beyond

representation of moral character. But I suspect that our appreciation of human beauty

is difficult to disentangle from our moral (or other substantive, evaluative) concerns with

our fellow human beings. Thus, e.g. the perceived joyfulness of Matisse’s works surely

rests on recognition of human expressive behavior (dancing), and there is, frequently, a

strong transformative effect on one’s appreciative experience in reading the artist’s title –

e.g. ‘‘Mother and Child’’ – in cases when human forms are not immediately recognizable

as such. I would be tempted to suggest, even, that the attraction of certain forms might

be traceable to the fact that they are found in beautiful human form, as, e.g. suggested

by Man Ray’s Violon d’Ingres.

20. ‘‘Miroir, memoire, mirage: Appearance, aging, and women,’’ in Margaret Urban

Walker, ed. Mother Time: Ethical Issues in Women and Aging (Lanham, MD: Rowman
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and Littlefield, 1999). Meyers suggests that we might try ‘‘mental exercises in radical

materialism,’’ viz. to ‘‘concentrate’’ on the ‘‘biological functions’’ of facial features, and

try to broaden our taste by learning to appreciate alternative aesthetics (from the art of

other cultures, or historical periods). Anita Silvers’ work on the aesthetics of disability is,

consonantly, an attempt to correct morally problematic behavior and judgment through

a reformation of aesthetic taste.

21. Such reasoning is extraordinarily common; it underlies, for example, criticisms of media

practices of presenting and, it is argued, promoting ‘‘stereotypes’’, as well as the

corrective measures engaged in and called for – that, e.g. African-Americans or Latinos

should not only be represented (recognized, visually and publicly, as persons), but

represented in an array of social roles, character types, etc. to reflect the truth about the

individuals who are members of these groups. Like feminist concerns about

objectification in the societally prevalent aesthetic valuation of women, these cases also

involve moral and political concerns about differential treatment of groups (or

individuals as members of such groups) within society, which concerns must,

unfortunately, be left undiscussed here.

22. E.g. Hegel’s criticism of Kantian morality as alienated from the ‘‘actual’’ in the

Phenomenology and Bernard Williams’ criticism of Kantian universalism as alienated

from our substantive, personal projects in Moral Luck.

23. It is rather hard to understand, first, how human beauty could be the standard for

judging all beauty characterizing any sort of object and, second, why Kant suddenly

introduces (and argues that we ‘‘must have’’) a fixed, conceptually determined standard

even for one kind of beauty (that of human beings), when the main tenor of his

aesthetics is that there are no rules for beauty. I shall return to the second of these

problems (very briefly) below. Regarding the first problem, I can only suggest that Kant

is trying to explain why human beauty plays such a central, paradigmatic role in

conceptions of beauty in ordinary, if not philosophical, aesthetics (e.g. ‘‘I saw a beauty

the other day,’’ unless indicated otherwise by context, will be understood to mean ‘‘I saw

a beautiful person’’); the specifics of Kant’s discussion on this point are, however,

bewildering. Paul Guyer suggests that Kant is driven here not by aesthetic concerns, but

by his moral view that morality is the highest end not only for human beings, but in all

of nature. (The Experience of Freedom [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996],

pp. 41–44)

24. This kind of beauty, Kant has argued in the preceding paragraph, is not ‘‘free’’ but

‘‘dependent’’ (anhängend) beauty, beauty that is dependent on the object’s function. (CJ

V:230) There is considerable debate concerning how to construe Kant’s claims

concerning this ‘‘dependent’’ beauty and how it may be understood to be a ‘‘kind’’ of

beauty on Kant’s view. See, for example, Paul Guyer, Kant and the Claims of Taste

(Cambridge: CUP, 1997, second edition), pp. 218–220; Ruth Lorand, ‘‘Free and

dependent beauty: A puzzling issue,’’ British Journal of Aesthetics, 29 1, Winter 1989,

pp. 32–40; Wicks, op. cit.

25. Or, that is, ‘‘the representation of an individual being as adequate to an idea,’’ (CJ

V:232; cf. CPR A568/B596) in this case the ‘‘idea’’ of the maximum or standard of

beauty.

26. Kant is sometimes criticized for furnishing examples only of male beauty in paragraph

17, thus suggesting that the male standard of beauty is the standard for all humanity.

Despite the reality of Kant’s sexism, this criticism seems somewhat uncharitable, since

Kant suggests in paragraph 16 that there are standards of beauty for men, women, or

children ‘‘within this species’’ (CJ V:230). Kant does not address the question how many

such standard ideas there should be, but given his discussion of the biological

significance of sex difference (CJ V:425) one may assume that there must, at least, be

two.
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27. Translation modified.

28. Thus, contra Guyer, Kant neither attempts to replace the ‘‘standard idea’’ by the ‘‘idea

of morality’’ (but adds them together to form the complex ideal of beauty), nor does so

because he holds that the latter, unlike the former, is sensibly instantiated or represented,

cross-culturally, in an invariable, identical form. (Experience of Freedom, pp. 42–3)

29. There may, in fact, be several levels of corrigibility here. For as Kant emphasizes,

morality (proper) is ‘‘inward’’ – it constitutes an orientation of the will, often hidden

even from the agent herself in introspection. (CJ V:235) Likewise, Kant argues that the

moral law – the content of the good will – is unrepresentable in intuition, for it is a mere

form of lawfulness. (CPrR V:68) Thus neither the moral law, nor the will’s maxim to

follow the moral law can be represented or ‘‘expressed’’ visibly. Kant’s examples suggest

that these ‘‘visible expressions’’ are, rather, expressions of the virtues (as elaborated in

the Doctrine of Virtue). And indeed at CJ V:343 Kant writes that the moral law is an

idea, completely ‘‘indemonstrable’’ in experience, whereas virtue’s effects may be seen in

experience. The latter is, he continues, only a partial manifestation of virtue, however,

for ‘‘no experiential product of that causality attains the degree that the idea of reason

prescribes as a rule.’’ Thus not only may such expressions fail to reflect virtue (be

deceptive), but they might also reflect virtue that is not fully moral (not completely

virtuous, or not guided by a pure, moral will).

30. Judith Langlois, L.A. Roggman, ‘‘Attractive faces are only average,’’ Psychological

Science, 1, 1990, pp. 115–121; J. Langlois, L.A. Roggman, L. Musselman, ‘‘What is

average and what is not average about attractive faces?’’ Psychological Science, 5, 1994,

pp. 214–220; Gillian Rhodes, T. Tremewan, ‘‘Averageness, exaggeration, and facial

attractiveness,’’ Psychological Science, 7, 1996, pp. 105–110. Two criticisms of this view –

that the composites may be more beautiful because facial blemishes are also removed

when one produces composites, and that symmetry is another, independent source of

beauty – may not be difficulties for Kant’s view, for these two may fall under his first

component (blemishes and lack of symmetry may both be ruled out by our concept of a

‘‘good’’ instance of a human being); the experimental evidence that composites made

from more attractive faces are found more attractive than composites made from a

randomly selected set of faces do, however, raise difficulties for Kant’s view (hence, as I

shall argue in a moment, Kant identifies not the ‘‘maximum’’ of beauty, but only one

sort of beauty).

31. Quoted (pp. 270–1) in Leah Light, Steven Hollander, Fortunée Kayra-Stuart, ‘‘Why

attractive people are harder to remember,’’ Personality and Social Psychology Bulletin

7:2 (1981), pp. 269–276.

32. In a rather phrenological footnote to paragraph 17, Kant suggests that the ‘‘perfectly

regular’’ look of the ‘‘aesthetic standard idea’’ could not be the look of a genius, for

genius requires ‘‘mental characteristics that stand out beyond those proportions that are

required merely to constitute a faultless human being,’’ which excess should be reflected

in the genius’ looks as well. Somewhat more plausibly construed, Kant thus suggests that

novelty/individuality, piquancy, or ‘‘geniality’’ might be another mode of aesthetic

appreciation of human appearance, which would correspond to rather different ‘‘looks.’’

One might add further modes of appreciation (and types of look) – e.g. sublimity, elegaic

lyricism, luxuriance, the grotesque/comedy, even sexiness/allure – beyond beauty.

33. As suggested by these examples, there are also power/status relations at play here – the

popular kids and Hollywood moviemakers have some influence over what people find

attractive; professional success can influence attractiveness not only by promoting self-

confidence (and thus bearing and expression) but also by casting a sheen of power,

status, etc. over the person. And there are also cultural influences of the type suggested

above (concerning changing ‘‘concepts’’ of the ‘‘purpose’’ of women, for example). As I

have been suggesting, our aesthetic appreciation of human beings is concept-laden and
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can, therefore, be influenced in these ways; nonetheless a strong, absolute social

constructivist view seems to me extremely implausible.

34. Again psychological experiments confirm this suggestion: Experiments with Chinese and

Japanese composite photos (which, of course, are different-looking from the Caucasian

composites) have yielded the same results as those performed in the West: Chinese

and Japanese subjects find such composites more attractive than individual faces. Gillian

Rhodes, Sakiko Yoshikawa, Alison Clark, Kieran Lee, Ryan McKay, Shigeru

Akamatsu, ‘‘Attractiveness of facial averageness and symmetry in non-Western

cultures: In search of biologically based standards of beauty,’’ Perception, 30, 2001,

pp. 611–625.

35. Perhaps Kant’s discussion bears a trace of this distinction between ‘‘maximum’’ beauty

and the ‘‘ideal’’ he actually specifies: At the opening of paragraph 17, Kant claims that

the highest ideal of beauty will not be representable by concepts, but his actual ideal is so

representable (by the concept of a human being, mathematical averages, moral concepts,

and conceptual causal judgments concerning the effects of virtue on expression).

36. In her intriguing essay, ‘‘Beauty and its kitsch elements,’’ (in Beauty Matters, Peg Zeglin

Brand, ed., [Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2000]), Kathleen Higgins

argues, in fact, that beauty becomes kitsch when it takes this ‘‘flawless’’ form, and (as

kitsch) is appealing because it reinforces culturally held beliefs. This argument is

consonant with Robert Bernasconi’s phenomenological account of our experience of

human beauty (proper) as breaking us away from our everyday concerns, showing us a

value that transcends rule-governed, normalizing judgments and morality (‘‘The Good

and the Beautiful,’’ in W.S. Hanrick, ed., Phenomenology in Practice and Theory,

[Dordrecht: Nijhoff, 1985]). Though I dispute Bernasconi’s rejection of ‘‘beauty is good’’

inferences as relevant to discussing our appreciation of human beauty, his essay and

Higgins’ suggest interestingly that the consonance between liberal politics, Kantian

morality, and Hollywood practices of representation, to which I have been drawing

attention here, might be seen more critically as a manifestation of a morally and

aesthetically reductive culture. So too would post-structuralist critics of ‘‘the human’’

find Kant’s putatively ‘‘hegemonic’’ universalism in morality appropriately figured by a

‘‘normal’’ and normalizing ‘‘ideal’’ of beauty.

37. Rhodes’ findings that subjects judged composites not only to be more ‘‘attractive,’’ but

also to be more choice-worthy as ‘‘mates’’ seems to me not to weigh against this

suggestion: Selection of a spouse – even when it concerns (somewhat ridiculously) a mere

photograph considered in abstract – seems to me to be at least as much based on

judgments of character as on pure sexual attraction and indeed Rhodes found that

positive emotional expression was more strongly correlated than beauty to ‘‘mate’’

appeal. (Rhodes, Sumich, Byatt ‘‘Are average facial configurations attractive only

because of the symmetry?’’ Psychological Science, 10, 1999, pp. 53–8.)

38. This distinction between the (non-sexual) ‘‘look’’ of standard beauty, and our (non-

sexual) ‘‘attraction’’ to it, and other forms of beauty might help resolve the debates in

the psychological literature, arising from purported conflicts between the studies that

identify ‘‘average’’ composites as paradigmatic beauties, and those that establish

preferences for accentuated sex-specific traits among heterosexual subjects judging the

looks of the opposite sex. (No such studies have been performed, to my knowledge, with

homosexual subjects.) Anthony Little, Ian S. Penton-Voak, D. Michael Burt and David

Perrett, ‘‘Evolution and individual differences in the perception of attractiveness,’’ and

Michael Cunningham, Anita P. Barbee, and Corena L. Philhower, ‘‘Dimensions of facial

physical attractiveness,’’ in Facial Attractiveness (pp. 59–90 and 193–238) are examples

of the latter set of studies. These studies are to be treated with caution, however, for they

employ methodologically problematic premises of evolutionary psychology, e.g. that

guppy preferences are a good model for explaining human preferences, or the
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assumption that all preferences can be traced directly to sexual preferences for fitness (in

mates).

39. Higgins’ contrast between flawlessness and glamour (in op. cit., e.g. pp. 98–99) suggests a

similar absence of ‘‘sexiness’’ in the former case.

40. I do not mean to suggest that ‘‘standard beauty’’ is the sole, easily legible way to

represent moral character. There are numerous such conventions – from comic book

uniforms to dress, manner, and accent that suggest membership in a ‘‘respectable’’ class

of people. But because the standard idea is generated in accordance with universally

shared cognitive aims, and because it ‘‘exhibits’’ our species concept (as I shall discuss in

a moment), it might be a less artificial or context-dependent way to symbolize morality

(or, in Kant’s terms, a ‘‘symbol,’’ rather than a ‘‘sign’’).

41. Hollywood seems in more recent times, however, to be moving towards representing

almost all character types as (more or less) standard beauties – there are few actors

today, playing whatever type of role, with looks as distinctively different from the

standard ideal as Ernest Borgnine or Peter Lorrie.

42. As Henry Allison has pointed out (in private correspondence), Kant describes his

‘‘psychological’’ account of imaginative ‘‘averaging’’ as speculative, however, and is

more concerned to argue that we have (somehow) an image of what it is to belong to the

human species. It is somewhat unclear to me how else we might arrive at a ‘‘standard’’

idea, but Kant’s account does, indeed, turn more strongly on the conception of human

‘‘purpose’’ I discuss in the next paragraph in the text.

43. This symbolization could be seen, perhaps, as parallel to Kant’s doctrine of the ‘‘typic’’

of the moral law in the CPrR (V: 67f.) Kant there argues that the universality of moral

lawfulness cannot be represented sensibly, or ‘‘schematized,’’ to facilitate the application

of this law to particular cases in moral judgment; instead, he suggests that this moral

lawfulness might be represented by the concept of universal natural lawfulness (thus

producing Kant’s famous or notorious first personal decision procedure encapsulated in

the first formulation of the categorical imperative) (V:69–70). In the symbolization I

suggest here, it is not the moral law that is figured by universal natural law, but living up

to moral lawfulness (the actualization of moral purposes) figured by living up to

biological natural lawfulness (the actualization of natural purpose).

44. It would, indeed, be an interesting project in comparative, historical aesthetics to

investigate whether preferences for this sort of beauty are stronger in more democratic

societies, or those more ideologically committed to a universalist, egalitarian morality.

45. I owe thanks to Gillian Barker, Steven Crowell, and Anne Eaton for helpful discussions

of these issues; to Eva Dadlez, Les Harris, Lynne Huffer, Elijah Millgram, and an

anonymous reviewer for Inquiry for comments on earlier drafts of this paper; and to

Michelle Grier, whose conference on Kantian ethics at the University of San Diego

provided the opportunity for writing and presenting the first version of this article.

Garret Merriam, Rebecca Yarrison, and Emily Zuckert provided valuable research

assistance.
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